
Sophos Enduser 
Protection
Complete endpoint, mobile, data and web security

You’re protecting a business where everyone uses more 
than one device for work, and they use them everywhere. 
Sophos Enduser Protection recognizes this and gives you 
a very simple way to protect your end users, no matter 
how many devices they use. From Windows and Macs, 
to phones and tablets, physical or virtual—you’ve got it 
covered.
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Key benefits
 Ì Protect every device—secure, 
manage and protect users and data 
on phones, tablets, laptops and 
desktops 

 Ì  Protect everywhere—consistent 
protection at home, on the road, or 
in the office. 

 Ì  Protect against every threat—with 
proven antivirus and control over 
devices, apps, data, the web and 
network access 

 Ì  Easy BYOD—secure access to 
corporate email and data with our 
hassle-free MDM

 Ì  Easy admin—reduce your burden 
with our streamlined workflows 
and self-service portals

 Ì  Easy support—eliminate complexity 
with a single license from a single 
vendor with expert support 

 Ì  Sensible licensing—pay only once 
per user, no matter how many 
devices they have 

 Ì  Sensible service—upgrades, 
unlimited 24/7 support, and 
substantial multi-year savings all 
included

Mobile security gets … Achievable
Our MDM and Mobile Security are key components 
of Sophos Enduser Protection. It makes protecting 
company devices and BYOD for iOS, Android, and 
other smartphones and tablets easy and affordable. 
Let users access email and data on their personal 
devices anywhere—without risk.

Single solution for all your company or end users' personal 
iPhone, iPad, Android, BlackBerry and Windows Mobile 
devices. 

Secure access to company data and email. Configure 
mobile devices with consistent policies for strong 
passwords and automatic locking. 

Guard against data loss by remotely locking devices or 
wiping data in seconds if a mobile device is lost or stolen, or 
if an employee leaves the company.

Approve and manage apps with an enterprise app store for 
iPhone, iPad and Android that lets you publish the apps you 
want and block the ones you don't.

Stay in control of your mobile devices by receiving alerts 
and setting up remediation actions to restrict device use in 
the event of non-compliance.

Manage inventory with an integrated overview of all your 
users’ devices including their status.

Protect your end users' Android devices. Sophos Mobile 
Security automatically scans apps as they are installed 
to help block rogue apps that can lead to data loss and 
unexpected costs.

Our light-weight 
Mobile Security app 
checks for malicious 
Android apps and 
stops them from 
becoming a problem.
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Endpoint protection for Windows, Mac, 
Linux, UNIX and virtualized platforms—
all from one console.

Windows security gets … 
Everything
We’ve integrated everything you need to protect 
your users on Windows in one console and agent. 
Get fast, effective and complete security for 
your users on Windows no matter where they 
are working from, in the office or remotely. We'll 
make it all straightforward to install, manage and 
support.

Antivirus that stops even the most advanced new threats 
with performance that won't slow your users down.

Web filtering gives you full visibility and control of web 
activity—learn more.

Data control that lets you control the movement of 
sensitive information.

Application control that blocks unwanted applications like 
peer-to-peer file sharing apps and games.

Device control so you can easily set rules for securely using 
removable storage devices.

Patch assessment scans, identifies and prioritizes critical 
threat-related security patches—learn more.

Client firewall blocks hackers, intrusions, and stops rogue 
apps or malware from calling home.

Encryption If you're looking for full-disk encryption, 
consider our Enduser Data Suite.

Mac security gets … Serious
Our protection for the Mac offers the best threat 
protection in the industry, with high-performance 
scanning that won’t slow users down.

Complete threat protection that disinfects viruses, spyware, 
Trojans and worms at every potential point of infection.

Live Protection is your direct connection to the very latest 
threat information to optimize your protection.

Centralized management for all your Macs along  
with Windows, Linux, UNIX and virtualized computers from  
a single console.

High performance scanning on-access, on-demand or on a 
schedule.

At Sophos, we take Linux and UNIX seriously too. We've won 
awards, including VB100 for Linux, and made our antivirus 
for Linux work with the widest range of distributions.

Virtual security gets … Real
At Sophos, we know protection and performance 
are critical to realizing your investment in 
virtualization. That’s why we’re constantly 
innovating virtualized security to deliver top 
protection without compromise.

Optimized performance using staggered scan times, a 
minimal memory footprint and full support for central 
scanning using VMware’s vShield technology.

Full-featured endpoint protection that includes all the 
security you need in a single agent.

Latest platform support ensures you’re protected now and 
into the future.

Convenient management for all your virtual and physical 
systems together with a single pane of glass.

Managing security gets … Practical
We’re focused on giving you better security that is 
easier for you to use and makes sure you can get 
help when you need it. Here’s how we do that. 

Management engineered for usability with intuitive 
navigation, streamlined workflows, and insightful 
dashboards and reports. You get instant insight into what's 
going on with all your platforms. 

Windows, Mac, Linux and UNIX are managed alongside 
each other with tools that help you fix problems fast and 
clean up remote computers. 

http://www.sophos.com/en-us/products/endpoint/endpoint-protection/components/web-filtering.aspx
http://www.sophos.com/en-us/products/endpoint/endpoint-protection/components/patch-assessment.aspx
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Managing security gets … Practical
Continued...

Centrally monitor and control mobile device security to 
track and report on all registered devices.

Self-service mobile device portal reduces your IT burden by 
allowing users to register their own devices and agree to an 
acceptable use policy you define.

Advanced security you will use thanks to Active 
Protection. That means our experts fine-tune protection for 
you so you don't have to. Examples include: 

 Ì Advanced HIPS rules to detect the latest threats

 Ì The latest infected and malicious websites

 Ì Region specific data control formats like credit card 
and social security numbers

 Ì Application lists and threat-aware patch intelligence.

Security that's engineered to work better together to make 
your job easier, like our web in endpoint technology that 
means if you have one of our web appliances, policy syncs 
immediately with endpoints through the cloud.

Proven anti-malware effectiveness with Live Protection 
giving you a direct connection through the cloud to the very 
latest information we have about new threats. That gives 
you peace of mind knowing you have the best protection 
available. 

What you get
Sophos Enterprise Console gives you single, automated 
console for Windows, Mac, UNIX, Linux and virtualized 
platforms to centrally deploy and manage  all your endpoint 
security features and policies—learn more.

Sophos Mobile Control provides complete mobile device 
management. Our enterprise app store controls for all your 
mobile devices with our unique self-serve user portal—learn 
more.

Sophos Mobile Security for Android lets you block 
malicious and unwanted rogue apps—learn more.

Sophos Protection for Windows provides a complete 
integrated endpoint protection for Windows. You get proven 
anti-malware and all the security features you need in a 
single high-performance agent—learn more.

Sophos Anti-Virus for Mac, Linux, UNIX, NetWare, 
OpenVMS  and vShield. Proven anti-malware protection 
for Mac, Linux and UNIX, NetWare, OpenVMS and vShield 
systems.

Sophos PureMessage for Microsoft Exchange includes 
antivirus and anti-spam protection for Microsoft Exchange 
servers—learn more.

Sophos Technical Support is exclusively business focused, 
responsive and available any time you need it. If you’ve got a 
problem we’ll work to fix it—learn more.

Try it now for free
Register for a free 30-day evaluation  
at sophos.com/products.

http://www.sophos.com/en-us/medialibrary/PDFs/factsheets/sophosmanagementconsoledsna.pdf
http://www.sophos.com/en-us/medialibrary/PDFs/factsheets/sophosmobilecontroldsna.pdf
http://www.sophos.com/en-us/medialibrary/PDFs/factsheets/sophosmobilecontroldsna.pdf
http://www.sophos.com/en-us/medialibrary/PDFs/factsheets/sophosmobilesecuritydsna.pdf
http://www.sophos.com/en-us/medialibrary/PDFs/factsheets/sophosendpointprotectionforwindowsdsna.pdf
http://www.sophos.com/en-us/medialibrary/PDFs/factsheets/sophosendpointprotectionformacosxdsna.pdf
http://www.sophos.com/en-us/medialibrary/PDFs/factsheets/sophosendpointprotectionforlinuxdsna.pdf
http://www.sophos.com/en-us/medialibrary/PDFs/factsheets/sophosendpointprotectionfornonwindowsdsna.pdf
http://www.sophos.com/medialibrary/PDFs/factsheets/sophospuremessageexchangedsna.pdf
http://www.sophos.com/en-us/support/technical-support.aspx
http://www.sophos.com/en-us/products.aspx
http://www.sophos.com/en-us/products.aspx
http://www.sophos.com/en-us/products.aspx

